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Abstract
The so called “Pierce–Birkhoff Conjecture” asserts that a continuous function h on Rn piecewise polynomial on a finite number
of pieces may be written as finitely many Sup and Inf of polynomials. Up to now a positive answer is known for n ≤ 2. In this
paper we show that for n = 3 such an Inf–Sup description may be obtained outside an arbitrarily small neighborhood of a finite
fixed set of points depending only on h.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 14P10
The problem known as the “Pierce–Birkhoff Conjecture” (PBC in short) finds its origin in a paper by Birkhoff and
Pierce [2]. The question is the following. Let h be a continuous piecewise polynomial function on Rn , with a finite
number of pieces. Is it possible to describe h starting from polynomial functions and using finitely many Sup and Inf
operations?
It is not hard to show (see [5] for explicit formulas) that the set ISD(n) of such Inf–Sup-Definable functions
on Rn is a ring and thus a subring of the ring of continuous piecewise polynomial functions on Rn (say PWP(n)).
The question is about the other inclusion. It can be mentioned that this problem presents several analogies with
more classical questions such as Hilbert Nullstellensatz, real Nullstellensatz or Positivstellensatz (i.e. Hilbert’s 17th
problem). For example, we may think that among piecewise polynomial functions, the continuity is the geometric
condition (analogous to the positivity in the latter case) and being defined by Sup and Inf is the algebraic condition
(analogous to be defined as sum of squares).
A positive answer to the question for n = 2 has been given in 1983 by the author [8] and a proof has been
sketched in a short note [9]. As usual, the problem may be posed in a more general setting, replacing polynomial ring
by any general ring and using the real spectrum as geometrical support (see for example [6]), or replacing the real
numbers by more general fields [4]. These interesting approaches produced results for rings other than polynomial
rings. In particular Madden extended the result to Dedekind rings (smooth curves for example) and Marshall [10]
proved a further extension to some singular curves over the reals. Then, results for regular local rings of dimension
2 were given in [1,7]. As far as we know, no result is known in more than two variables. Actually there is a weaker
conjecture:
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Conjecture 0.1 (WPBC). Let P ∈ R[X1, . . . , Xn] be a polynomial and C be a connected component of the subset of
Rn defined by P 6= 0. Let 1C be the characteristic function of C. Then P · 1C is ISD.
The proof of PBC in two variables given in [8] started by proving a kind of uniform version of WPBC in one
variable. For n > 2 we don’t know whether or not WPBC holds, and we don’t know whether or not WPBC implies
PBC.
In this paper we present a new result for n = 3, namely
Theorem 0.2. Let h be a PWP function on R3. There exists a finite number of points Mi such that for any  > 0, h
has an ISD expression on R3 \U () where U () is the union of balls of radius  centered at Mi .
Some of the techniques used here in dimension three may be extended to any dimension, but the results are a priori
not as nice as in dimension three.
As a by-product of the proof of this theorem, we also get that we may represent a PWP(3) function as an Inf–Sup-
Definable function on the whole of R3, if we replace polynomials by rational functions with finitely many poles
(Proposition 3.14).
The author is extremely grateful to the referee of the Journal for the corrections and suggestions that have been
proposed.
Since special instances of the results in [8] are needed, a complete proof of these results is given in Section 2.
Before entering the proofs of the theorems, let us fix some notations.
1. Notations, general lemmas
The real polynomial ring in n variables is denoted by R[X , Z ] where X represents (X1, . . . , Xn−1). The space Rn
is meant as a Euclidean space and (X , Z) represents an orthogonal coordinate system.We denote by piZ the orthogonal
projection defined by piZ (X , Z) = X . The space piZ (Rn) will be referred to as the X -parameter space.
Definition 1.1.
• We call open partition of a topological space M a finite set of disjoint connected open set Ui such that the union is
dense in M . A piece of an open partition is one of the connected open sets of the open partition.
• Let P be a polynomial in R[X , Z ] and U be the complement of the zero-set of P . Then the connected components
of U form an open partition of Rn denoted by U(P): the open partition associated to P . If P is a finite family of
polynomials in R[X , Z ], we put U(P) = U(∏Q∈P Q).• In order to avoid possible confusion, when G is a family of polynomials in the parameter ring R[X ], we will use
the symbol V(G) for the open partition associated to G.
Let h be a PWP function on Rn . By definition h is continuous and there are finitely many polynomials P1, . . . , Pr
such that ∀x ∈ Rn ∃i ∈ [1, . . . , r ] h(x) = Pi (x). Call Ai the interior of the semi-algebraic pieces {x ∈ Rn | h(x) =
Pi (x)}, for i = 1, . . . , r . Since h is continuous it is of course completely defined by its restriction to the open partition
{Ai , i = 1, . . . , r} of Rn , that is by the couples (Ai , Pi )i=1,...,r .
• A couple (Ai , Pi ) is called a local data of h and the entire collection (Ai , Pi )i=1,...,r will be referred to as a full set
of local data.
• Given h we may consider the family of polynomials Ph = {Pj − Pi , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r}. Then U(Ph) is a refinement
of the open partition given by the Ai ’s.
• We say that a family of polynomials of R[X1, . . . , Xn] is monic in the coordinate X i if every polynomial in the
family has a constant leading coefficient in X i . Given a finite family of polynomials P , it is monic in each variable
for almost all coordinate system of Rn .
• We will use ∧,∨ instead of Inf,Sup and h+, h− for h ∨ 0, h ∧ 0 respectively.
As the trivial result below will be used very often, we state it as a lemma.
Lemma 1.2. Let A be a topological subspace of Rn , h, f be continuous functions on Rn nonnegative on A. Let
(Ai )ri=1 be an open partition of A and (Pi )ri=1 be r functions such that h ≤ f Pi on Ai . Then h ≤ f (1 +
∑
P2i )
on A.
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Lemma 1.3. Let f be a semi-algebraic function continuous on the closed semi-algebraic set F of Rn . Then there
exists a positive polynomial Q ∈ R[X , Z ] such that | f | ≤ Q on F.
We also make frequent use of the following instances of Łojasiewicz’s Inequality (for a proof see for example
[3, Theorem 2.6.7]):
Theorem 1.4 (Łojasiewicz Inequality 1). Let f, g be semi-algebraic functions continuous on the closed semi-
algebraic set A ⊆ Rn . Suppose that ∀x ∈ A f (x) = 0 ⇒ g(x) = 0. Then there exists a positive polynomial Q
and a positive integer N such that |g|N ≤ | f |Q on A.
Theorem 1.5 (Łojasiewicz Inequality 2). Let f be a semi-algebraic function strictly positive and continuous on the
closed semi-algebraic set A ⊆ Rn . Then there exists a positive polynomial Q such that 1 ≤ | f |Q on A.
Proof. Take g = 1 in Theorem 1.4. 
2. Cylindrical decomposition
Definition 2.1 (Skeleton). Let P(X , Z) be a polynomial in R[X , Z ] with X = (X1, . . . , Xn−1) and Z a single
indeterminate. We look at X as the parameters of P . Suppose P has degree d in Z and define PT by the formula
P = Z PZ + PT with PZ = 1d dPdZ . This notation comes from the fact that if P(Z) is considered as a polynomial in the
variable Z and if it is homogenized with a second variable T , then PT is the evaluation of 1d
dP
dT at T = 1.
Associated with P , we define two “graphs” F1(P),F(P) whose vertices are polynomials in R[X , Z ] constructed
from P .
• F1(P) is the graph generated by P and the rule Q −→ QZ : it is just the family of all iterated Z -derivatives of P .
• F(P) is the tree of polynomials generated by P and the rule
QZ
↗
Q
↘
QT
.
The graph F1(P) is a subgraph of F(P) and the knowledge of information on F(P) will give us information
on F1(P). For each value x = (x1, . . . , xn−1) ∈ Rn−1 of the parameter X and for each polynomial Q ∈ R[X , Z ]
we denote by Qx the 1-variable polynomial in Z defined by Q(x, Z) and F(P)x the graph obtained from F(P) by
specializing X in x . Note that this is a priori different from F(Px ).
If we start from a family of polynomials P = {P1, . . . , Ps} of R[X , Z ], we form the graph F(P) by taking the
disjoint union of the graphs
⋃s
i=1 F(Pi ), and for any value x of the parameter, we may computeF(P)x by specializing
the vertices of the graph. For such an F(P)x consider the ordered set {y1(x) < · · · < yN (x)} of all the real roots of
the polynomial
∏
Q∈F(P) Qx (Z). Put y0 = −∞, yN+1 = +∞ and consider the following sign table Tx :
y1(x) y2(x) . . . yN (x)
Q1,x Tx (1, 1) T ′x (1, 1) Tx (1, 2) T ′x (1, 2) . . . T ′x (1, N ) Tx (1, N + 1)
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
QR,x Tx (R, 1) T ′x (R, 1) Tx (R, 2) T ′x (R, 2) . . . T ′x (R, N ) Tx (R, N + 1)
in which Q1, . . . , QR are the vertices of the graph F(P), Tx (i, j) ∈ {0,−1, 1} (resp. T ′x (i, j) ∈ {0,−1, 1}) is the
sign of Qi,x on the interval (y j−1(x), y j (x)) (resp. at y j (x)). We will say that two sign tables T1x , T2x are isomorphic
if they have same number of rows and columns and if for any couple (i, j) we have T1x (i, j) = T2x (i, j) (resp.
T ′1 x (i, j) = T ′2 x (i, j)).
The Z -skeleton Sk(P)x or just skeleton if there is no possible confusion, of a family P of polynomials in R[X , Z ]
at a given value x of the parameter, is the isomorphy class of the table T (F(P))x .
To emphasize this definition, let us say that in a skeleton we only consider the isomorphy class of the graph F(P)x ,
which is completely determined by the number of polynomials in P and their degree in Z (not the actual values of
the vertices), the number of real roots of any polynomial in the graph (and not their actual value), and the sign of any
polynomial in the graph between the roots and at the roots, which implies the mutual disposition of these roots. They
are discrete combinatorial objects.
Let h be a PWP function on Rn with full set of local data {(Ai , Pi ), i = 1, . . . , r}. We define Sk(h)x as Sk(Ph)x
where Ph is the family Ph = {Pi − Pj , 1 ≤ j < i ≤ r}.
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Definition 2.2 (Standard Form). Let P be a finite family of polynomials in R[X , Z ] (resp. let h be a PWP function
on Rn). Let S be a connected semi-algebraic subset of the parameter space piZ (Rn) and let C = pi−1Z (S) be the
corresponding Z -cylinder. We say that P (resp. h) has a standard form on C (or equivalently over S) if Sk(P)x (resp.
Sk(h)x ) is constant for x ∈ S. This constant value will be denoted by Sk(P)S (resp. Sk(h)S). Given an open partition
V of the X -parameter space, we say that P or h has a standard form over V if it has a standard form over any piece of
the partition.
Lemma 2.3. Let P be a finite family of polynomials in R[X , Z ] (resp. let h be a PWP function on Rn). There is a
semi-algebraic partition V of the X-parameter space such that P (resp. h) has a standard form over V .
Proof. Since the graphF(P) is finite, there are finitely many possible skeletons Sk(P)x when x runs in the parameter
space, and each skeleton is described by a first order formula of the language of ordered fields. This implies that we
obtain a semi-algebraic partition of the parameter space in pieces S such that the skeleton Sk(P)x = Sk(P)S . 
An important tool used in this paper is the following version of the cylindrical decomposition, which makes
Lemma 2.3 more precise:
Theorem 2.4. Let P be a finite family of polynomials in R[X , Z ] stable under Z-derivation. Let S be a connected
semi-algebraic subset in the parameter space such that the sign tables associated to Px have a constant isomorphy
type for x ∈ S. Then the pieces of the open partition U(P) ∩ pi−1Z (S) of pi−1Z (S) are separated by disjoint graphs of
semi-algebraic functions continuous on S, the “root functions” over S of the polynomials in the family P .
As a consequence, there is an open partition of the parameter space Rn−1 in semi-algebraic connected pieces S
such that the pieces of U(P) ∩ pi−1Z (S) are bounded by continuous root functions of polynomials in P .
Proof. See Theorem [3, Theorem 2.3.1] for a proof. The added value with respect to Lemma 2.3 is the representation
of the partitioning hypersurface in U(P) ∩ pi−1Z (S) as union of graphs of continuous functions on S which do not
intersect over S. 
Definition 2.5 (Truncation). Let P(X , Z) ∈ R[X , Z ] and suppose Px (Z) has r distinct real roots for a given value
x of the parameter. Denote by ρ0(x), . . . , ρr+1(x) the real roots of Px (Z), in which we include by convention
ρ0(x) = −∞, ρr+1(x) = +∞. We will also put ρk(x) = +∞ for k > r + 1. Pick one of these roots ρ(x). It
is of course the k-th real root of Px for some k ∈ [0, r + 1] and we may as well write it ρ = ρk(x). Note that since
the roots are counted without multiplicities, there is no ambiguity on the number k. We define the ρk-truncation (or
k-truncation, or ρ-truncation) ϕρk ,Px (Z) of Px (Z) as the 1-variable function which is 0 for Z ≤ ρk(x) and Px (Z)
otherwise. According to the context it may be more convenient to use the alternate notations ϕρ,Px (Z) or ϕk,Px (Z).
For every x , this is a very special type of PWP function on R. It actually defines an n-variable function ϕρk ,P (X , Z)
on Rn , which is piecewise polynomial but in general not continuous. Note that if k exceeds the number of real roots
of Px , then ϕρk ,P (x, Z) = 0.
The theorem below shows that this function ϕρk ,P (X , Z) has an ISD expression when restricted to cylinders pi
−1
Z (S)
for particular subsets S of the parameter space.
Theorem 2.6. Let P be a polynomial inR[X , Z ] having a standard form over a connected piece S of the X-parameter
space. Let ρk be the k-th root function of Px (Z) on S. Then the k-th truncation ϕk,P (X , Z) has an ISD expression on
pi−1Z (S).
Proof. The proof goes by induction on d = degZ (P). Let us first say that ϕρ,P (x, Z) = 0 when Px = 0.
If d = 0 we have P = P(X) and we just have to consider ϕ0,P (x) which is Px by definition, and ϕ1,P (x) which is
0. Both expressions are ISD.
In order to construct ϕρ,P as an ISD function it is equivalent to constructing ϕ+ρ,P for any P since ϕ
−
ρ,P = −(ϕ+ρ,−P )
and ϕρ,P = ϕ+ρ,P + ϕ−ρ,P . Let us do this.
Assume d > 0 and write P = Z PZ + PT . Since F(PZ ) and F(PT ) are subtrees of F(P), the skeletons Sk(PZ )x
and Sk(PT )x are constant on S and since PZ , PT have degree d − 1 in Z , the induction hypothesis applies to them.
In the following we will write P, PZ , PT instead of Px , PZ x , PT x for x ∈ S, since the sign conditions which are used
are uniquely defined as soon as x is in S. Since ϕ+0,P = P+ and ϕ+d+1,P = 0, we may assume 1 ≤ k ≤ d.
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If PZ (ρk) < 0 then PZ (ρk+1) ≥ 0 or k + 1 = d + 1 and ϕ+k,P = ϕ+k+1,P . Thus we may assume PZ (ρk) ≥ 0. Call
s the last zero of PZ which is smaller than or equal to ρk (possibly −∞) and t the first zero of PT which is greater
than or equal to s (possibly +∞ or −∞ if s = −∞). Consider the ISD function g = Zϕs,PZ + ϕt,PT : it is 0 before s
and P after t . On (s, t) there is no zero of PT by definition of t , which implies that the sign of PT on (s, t) is the sign
of PT (s) = P(s) which is negative or null. Thus PT ≤ 0 on (s, t). Since g = Z PZ on this interval, it is greater than
P = g + PT . Then ϕ+k,P = [g ∧ P]+ is ISD.
Since all the constructions we have made depend only on Sk(P)x which is constant on S, and not on the polynomial
Px itself, we have proved the theorem. 
We may then prove the following:
Theorem 2.7. Let h(X , Z) be a PWP function onRn having a standard form over a connected piece S of the X-space.
Then h is ISD on pi−1Z (S).
Proof. Let {(Ai , Pi ), i = 1, . . . , r} be a full set of local data for h on pi−1Z (S) and consider the family Ph ={Pi − Pj , 1 ≤ j < i ≤ r}. Since the skeleton Sk(h)x is constant when x runs in S, we know by Theorem 2.6
that every truncation of Pi − Pj has an ISD expression on pi−1Z (S). Let us rename (A1, Q1), . . . , (Ar , Qr ) the local
data of h on the cylinder pi−1Z (S), ordered increasingly according to the variable Z . For 2 < i ≤ r , let us call Q˜i
the truncation of Qi − Qi−1 which is 0 below the lower bound of Ai . Then h = Q1 +∑ri=2 Q˜i produces an ISD
expression of h on the cylinder. 
Applying Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.7, we get
Corollary 2.8. Let h(X , Z) be a PWP function on Rn . There is an open partition of the X-space Rn−1 in pieces S
such that h is ISD on pi−1Z (S).
With this theorem we can prove the Pierce–Birkhoff Conjecture in two variables.
Theorem 2.9 ([8,9]). Pierce–Birkhoff Conjecture holds for n ≤ 2.
Proof. The method used in [8,9] consisted in the following. Let h be a PWP-function on R2. To show that h
is ISD on R2 it is enough to show that for any couple of local data (Ai , Pi ), (A j , Pj ) of h, we can find a
“separating” ISD-function ψi, j smaller than or equal to Pi on Ai and greater than or equal to Pj on A j : we then
have h = ∨ j [∧i 6= j ψi, j ∧ Pj ]. We may also replace the open partition given by the Ai ’s by any refinement and in
particular we may assume that the partition is given by a stratifying family of polynomials (see [3, Proposition 9.1.2,
Theorem 9.1.4(viii)]). This means that there is a finite set of polynomials f1, . . . , fr such that any A j is given by strict
sign conditions f11, j0, . . . , frr, j0, with k, j ∈ {<,>}, and the closure A¯ j is given by the relaxed corresponding
sign conditions.
Now, if we are given two directions X and Y in R2, we have cylindrical decompositions of R2 in both directions,
defining respectively rows and columns, such that h has a standard form on the open rows and columns (by
Lemma 2.3). We perform the refinement using these partitions and we may now assume each Ai is contained in one
such row and in one such column, and the family defining the new partition is still stratifying (the added polynomials
have degree one).
Let us fix two indices i 6= j . Up to a change of sign for each fk , we may assume they are all positive on A j . Call
f the sum of the fi ’s which are negative on Ai .
Suppose A¯i ∩ A¯ j = ∅. Then every summand of f is nonnegative on A¯ j and if f vanishes at some point M of A¯ j ,
M would be in A¯i ∩ A¯ j . This shows f is strictly positive on A¯ j . The same argument shows that f is negative on A¯i .
By Łojasiewicz’s Inequality 2 we get a positive polynomial Q such that f Q > 1 on A¯ j and f Q < 0 on A¯i . Then the
function ψi, j = Pi + |Pj − Pi | f Q satisfies ψi, j ≥ Pj on A j and ψi, j ≤ Pi on Ai .
If Ai and A j are in the same row or column, the separating function ψi, j comes from Corollary 2.8: call Z the
direction of the common row or column and take as ψi, j the ISD function given by the corollary which coincides with
h on the row or column.
The remaining case is when A¯i ∩ A¯ j is a point (a, b) and when X − a and Y − b change signs between Ai and A j .
Up to changing X − a in a − X and/or Y − b in b− Y , we may assume X − a, Y − b negative on Ai and positive on
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A j . Then Pj − Pi may be written (X − a)U + (Y − b)V for U, V ∈ R[X, Y ] and Pi + (X − a)+U + (Y − b)+V is
the required separating function for the pair of local data. 
Another way of getting the result is by using a single direction of cylinders and by merging the ISD expressions of
h we have on two neighboring cylinders into a single one. This is actually what we are going to do in a more general
context here.
Before leaving this section, let us state the following lemma:
Lemma 2.10. Suppose we are given two semi-algebraic sets A, B and a PWP function h on A¯ ∪ B¯, null on A and
having an ISD expression hB on B. If there exist two ISD functions f1, f2 null on A and such that h+ ≤ f1 and
f2 ≤ h− on B, then h has an ISD expression on A¯ ∪ B¯. This result holds in particular when there is a polynomial f
strictly positive on A¯ and strictly negative on B¯.
Proof. The equalities h+ = h+B ∧ f1 and h− = h−B ∨ f2 on A¯ ∪ B¯ show that h+, h− and thus h = h+ + h− are ISD
on A¯ ∪ B¯.
If f ( A¯) > 0 and f (B¯) < 0, by Theorem 1.5 there exists a positive polynomial Q such that f Q > 1 on A¯ and
f Q < −1 on B¯. Then we may take f1 = h+B · (− f −Q) and f2 = h−B · (− f −Q) and we are done. 
3. In three variables
We are now in the 3-variable case, and we set up some extra piece of notation. In particular we need an extension
of the notion of standard form.
Notation 3.1. We will use (X, Y, Z) as coordinates, we call pi1, pi2 the projections pi1(X, Y ) = X, pi2(X, Y, Z) =
(X, Y ) and pi = pi1pi2. Given an interval I , the X -slice (or just the slice in short) DI is defined as pi−1(I ). A strip will
be a subset of R2 defined by pi−11 (I ). A truncated X -slice (resp. strip) is a piece of a slice (resp. strip) limited by one
or two planes (resp. lines) of equation Y = c, with c ∈ R.
We will have to deal with open partitions in spaces of dimension 3, 2 and 1, namelyR3, pi2(R3) and pi(R3). We will
respectively denote these partitions by the letters U,V andW , and U(P) (resp. V(G),W(H)) will denote partitions
associated to the family of polynomials P,G,H (in 3, 2 or 1 variables).
Let P (resp. h) be a finite family of polynomials in R[X, Y, Z ] (resp. a PWP function on R3). We say that P (resp.
h) has a standard form on the X -slice DI if the following condition holds:
There exists a finite family G of polynomials in R[X, Y ] having a standard form on pi−11 (I ) (with respect to the
projection pi1) such that the family P (resp. Ph) has a standard form over the open partition V(G) ∩ pi−11 (I ) (with
respect to the projection pi2).
We will denote by SAC[ I¯ ] the ring of semi-algebraic 1-variable functions defined and continuous on I¯ .
Theorem 3.2. Let P be a family of polynomials in R[X, Y, Z ]. There is an open partitionW of the X-line in intervals
inducing an open partition of R3 in X-slices on which P has a standard form.
Proof. Let us apply Lemma 2.3 to P in the Z -direction. We obtain an open partition V of the (X, Y )-plane such that
P has a standard form over V . Such an open partition is the partition V(G) associated to a family G of polynomials in
R[X, Y ]. We apply again Lemma 2.3 to G with respect to Y and we get an open partitionW of the X -line in intervals
I where Sk(G)x is locally constant. This produces a refinement of the partition V over which P is still standard. The
family P has then a standard form on the slice DI . 
Remark 3.3. 1. If we complete G under Y -derivation (and then get G = F1(G)), it doesn’t change the partitionW of
the X -line, and doesn’t change the final result either. But we obtain a new property for free: for any interval I ofW ,
any two root functions on I of a same polynomial Q in G are separated by a root function of another polynomial in
G, namely QY . 2. Except for finitely many coordinate systems (X, Y ) of pi2(R3), the family G is monic in Y .
In this case the 1-variable semi-algebraic function ai (X) the graph of which represents the zeroes of G on DI , is
integral over R[X ].
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Definition 3.4. Suppose we have a semi-algebraic set B ⊂ DI , we define ∂−Bx,z as the infimum of the fibre Bx,z
with respect to the order induced by Y , an ∂−B as the graph of the function R2 −→ R˜ defined by (x, z) 7→ ∂−Bx,z .
Let a(X) be a semi-algebraic function defined on the interval I , and let Σ be the surface defined by Y = a(X) in
DI . We put Σ+ := {(x, y, z) ∈ DI | y ≥ a(x)}.
The following proposition is actually the core of the paper.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose we are given a possibly truncated X-slice D = DI for some interval I , and a continuous
semi-algebraic function a(X) ∈ SAC[ I¯ ]. Call Σ the part of the surface defined by Y = a(X) inside D¯. Let B be an
open semi-algebraic subset of Σ+. Let P ∈ R[X, Y, Z ] be such that P ≤ 0 on ∂−B. Let f (X, Y ) ∈ R[X, Y ] be
a polynomial vanishing on Σ . If f/(Y − a(X)) does not vanish on B¯ there is a positive polynomial Q(X, Y, Z) ∈
R[X, Y, Z ] such that P ≤ | f |Q on B¯.
Proof. Let us first explain that since a(X) ∈ SAC[ I¯ ] we may perform Euclidean division of f by the monic
polynomial Y − a(X) in SAC[ I¯ ][Y ]. Since f (X, Y ) vanishes on Σ , the remainder of the division vanishes also
on Σ , and has to be 0 since it does not depend on Y . Then the quotient f/(Y − a(X)) is continuous on D I¯ .
Let us then make a formal computation with polynomials. Take a new indeterminate Y1 and consider the following
formal Taylor expansion, written with coefficients in the ringR[X, Z ]. Since these two latter variables do not interplay,
they will be omitted for a while for simplification:
P(Y )− P(Y1) =∑di=1 (Y−Y1)ii ! P(i)(Y1), where P(i) denotes the i-th derivative of P with respect to Y .
Take another fresh indeterminate Y0 and write P(i)(Y1) = P(i)(Y1 − Y0 + Y0) =∑rij=0 ci j (Y0)(Y1 − Y0) j . Define
Ti as the polynomial Ti (Y0, Y2) :=∑rij=0(1+ c2i j (Y0))Y j2 with Y2 another independent indeterminate.
Suppose now Y0 ≤ Y1 ≤ Y . Then 0 ≤ Y1 − Y0 ≤ Y − Y0 and since Ti is increasing in Y2 for positive values of Y2,
we get
P(i)(Y1) ≤ Ti (Y0, Y1 − Y0) ≤ Ti (Y0, Y − Y0). (1)
Since 0 ≤ Y − Y1 ≤ Y − Y0 and since Ti (Y0, Y1 − Y0) ≥ 0 we get
P(Y )− P(Y1) ≤
d∑
i=1
(Y − Y0)i
i ! Ti (Y0, Y − Y0) =: (Y − Y0)Q1(Y0, Y ) (2)
where Q1(Y0, Y ) is a polynomial in R[X, Z ][Y0, Y ]. (We now remember the variables X and Z .) For x ∈ I¯ let us
make the substitutions X = x , Y0 = a(x) in Q1. We get an element Q1(x, Z , a(x), Y ) ∈ SAC[ I¯ ][Y, Z ] which can be
bounded from above on I¯ by a positive polynomial Q2(X, Y, Z) ∈ R[X, Y, Z ] [Lemma 1.3].
Now, let A be the Y -projection of B on Σ . Consider a point (x, a(x), z) ∈ A. Let B ′ ⊂ B be the subset of B where
P > 0 and B ′x,z, Bx,z the corresponding fibers at the point (x, z). If B ′x,z 6= ∅ let us take (x, y, z) ∈ B ′x,z . From the
hypothesis, P has to vanish at some point y1 of the segment [a(x), y) of the line X = x, Z = z. We then evaluate
Inequality (2) at X = x, Z = z, Y0 = a(x), Y = y, Y1 = y1, replacing Q1 by Q2, and get on Bx,z :
P(x, y, z) ≤ |y − a(x)|Q2(x, y, z). (3)
If B ′x,z = ∅ then P(x, y, z) ≤ 0 on Bx,z and Inequality (3) holds trivially. Thus this inequality holds for any
(x, y, z) ∈ B.
Since f/(Y − a(X)) does not vanish on B¯, we get by Łojasiewicz’s Inequality 2 (Theorem 1.5)
1 ≤ | f/(Y − a(X))|Q3 (4)
on B¯ with a positive polynomial Q3 ∈ R[X, Y, Z ]. We multiply together the two inequalities (3) and (4) to finally get
P ≤ | f |Q on B¯ for Q = Q2Q3 positive in R[X, Y, Z ]. 
We now extend this proposition to PWP functions as follows:
Proposition 3.6. Suppose we are given a PWP function h having a standard form on a possibly truncated slice
D = DI . Let G be a family of polynomials in R[X, Y ] such that h has a standard form over V(G) ∩ pi−11 (I ) and such
that G has a standard form on pi−11 (I ).
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Let a(X) ∈ SAC[ I¯ ] be a semi-algebraic function continuous on the interval I¯ and Σ be the surface defined by
Y = a(X) inside D¯. Let S be a piece of the open partition V(G)∩pi−11 (I ) such that C = pi−12 (S) is contained in Σ+.
Let f (X, Y ) ∈ R[X, Y ] be a polynomial vanishing on Σ and such that f/(Y − a(X)) does not vanish on C¯. Assume
that h ≤ 0 on ∂−C.
Then there exists a positive polynomial Q ∈ R[X, Y, Z ] such that h ≤ | f |Q on C.
Proof. Put Σ ′ = ∂−C and L = pi2(Σ ′). Since G has a standard form on pi−11 (I ), Theorem 2.4 applied with parameter
X and variable Y says that the curve L (and so the surface Σ ′) has an equation Y = c(X) with c(X) a semi-algebraic
continuous function on the interval I . Let {(Bi , Pi ), i ∈ [1, r ]} be a full set of local data of h on C . Since h has
a standard form over S, Theorem 2.4 says that the connected open semi-algebraic sets Bi are separated by disjoint
surfaces Γi , i ∈ [0, r+1]which are the graphs of semi-algebraic functions continuous on S, including Γ0,Γr+1 which
correspond to −∞ and +∞. Let us compactify R in R˜ by adding the two closed points {±∞} and consider S¯ × R˜.
Take the closure of the graph Γi in S¯ × R˜ and intersect with L¯ × R˜. This defines a “generalized semi-algebraic
continuous function” on L¯ , i.e. a continuous function gi from L¯ to R˜ which is semi-algebraic on g−1i (R). The
composition bi (X) = gi (X, c(X)) is then such a generalized function from I¯ to R˜. Since the graphs Γi , i ∈ [0, r + 1]
are ordered in the Z -direction, we have −∞ = b0(x) ≤ b1(x) ≤ · · · ≤ br+1(x) = +∞ for any x ∈ I¯ .
With these (generalized) graphs (x, c(x), bi (x)) we define Y -cylindrical boxes E ′i for i ∈ [1, r + 1] in D I¯ by
E ′i = {(x, y, z) ∈ I¯ × R× R | bi−1(x) ≤ z ≤ bi (x)}. We put Ei := E ′i ∩ C .
Let us consider such a nonempty box, call it E ′ and E = E ′ ∩ C . By definition of the boxes, we have
E ′ ∩ Σ ′ = ∂−E = ∂−(Bi0 ∩ E) for some index i0. Put F0 = Bi0 ∩ E and call R0 the corresponding polynomial
expression Pi0 for h. Let us denote by (F−s, R−s), . . . , (F−1, R−1) the local data of h on E which are below (F0, R0)
and (F1, R1), . . . , (Ft , Rt ) those which are above, with the order induced by Z . Note that the F j ’s, which are
intersection of the Bk’s with E are not a priori connected, but it doesn’t matter here.
From the hypothesis we know that h = R0 ≤ 0 on ∂−F0 = ∂−E ⊂ Σ ′ and f/(Y − a(X)) does not vanish on F¯0.
By Proposition 3.5 there is a positive polynomial Q0 such that h = R0 ≤ | f |Q0 on F0.
Let us then consider the function h1 = h − | f |Q0. Since f has a constant sign on C , the function | f |Q0 is a
polynomial on C , and so is h1 on every Bi and in particular on every Fi . Consider F1 (resp. F−1) if it exists, and the
corresponding polynomial value R′1 = R1 − | f |Q0 (resp. R′−1 = R−1 − | f |Q0) of h1 on F1 (resp. F−1). Since ∂−F1
and ∂−F−1 are in F¯0, we have R′1 ≤ 0 (resp.) R′−1 ≤ 0) on ∂−(F1) (resp. ∂−(F−1)).
We may then apply again Proposition 3.5 to obtain positive polynomials S1, S−1 such that h1 = R′1 ≤ | f |S1 on F1,
h1 = R′−1 ≤ | f |S−1 on F−1 and then use Lemma 1.2 to get h1 ≤ | f |Q1 on F0 ∪ F1 ∪ F−1 for a positive polynomial
Q1. We iterate the process until we have described the whole of E and finally get hv = h − | f |(Q0 + · · · + Qv) ≤ 0
on E for v = max(s, t), meaning that h ≤ | f |Q on E for Q =∑i Qi .
We do the same for every non-empty box E j and use again Lemma 1.2 to get a single positive polynomial Q such
that h ≤ | f |Q on C =⋃ j E j . 
We also get the following variant:
Proposition 3.7. Let DI be an X-slice. Let Σ1 < Σ < Σ2 be the surfaces of respective equations Y = a1(X), Y =
a(X), Y = a2(X), with a1 < a < a3 ∈ SAC[I ], with a1, a2 possibly equal to −∞,+∞. Denote by A the piece of
DI limited by Σ1 and Σ2. Let h be a PWP function defined on A and f (X, Y ) be a polynomial vanishing on Σ such
that f/(Y − a(X)) doesn’t vanish on A¯.
If h vanishes on Σ then |h| ≤ | f |Q on A for some positive polynomial Q.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 applied to the family Ph ∪ { f1, f, f2} where fi is a polynomial vanishing on Σi , there is an
open partition of A in X -slices D j on which h has a standard form. Pick such a D j and call C ′1 the first cylinder in
Σ+ ∩ A of the open partition. Since ∂−C ′1 ⊂ Σ , |h| vanishes on ∂−C ′1. Since f/(Y − a(X)) doesn’t vanish on C¯ ′1, we
may apply Proposition 3.6 and get a positive polynomial Q′1 such that |h| ≤ | f |Q′1 on C ′1.
Since f doesn’t change sign on Σ+ ∩ A, | f |Q′1 is a polynomial on Σ+ ∩ A. This implies that |h|− | f |Q′1 has also
a standard form on D j ∩ Σ+ ∩ A. Let C ′2 be the next cylinder in the partition of D j ∩ Σ+ ∩ A. Then ∂−C ′2 ⊂ C¯ ′1
and thus |h| − | f |Q′1 ≤ 0 on ∂−C ′2. We may again apply Proposition 3.6 and get |h| ≤ | f |(Q′1 + Q′2) on C ′1 ∪ C ′2.
Repeating the process, we get an inequality |h| ≤ | f |Q j on Σ+ ∩ D j ∩ A for a positive polynomial Q j . We do this
for every j and apply Lemma 1.2 and get |h| ≤ | f |Q on Σ+ ∩ A for Q =∑ j Q j .
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Of course, by changing Y in −Y , we get such an inequality on the other side Σ− of Σ and we glue them in an
inequality on A. 
Then we have
Proposition 3.8. Let h be a PWP function on R3 having a standard form on the possibly truncated X-slice D = DI .
Let G be the family of polynomials in R[X, Y ] as in Notation 3.1. Suppose the zero-sets in the closure D¯ of D of the
polynomials in G are described by graphs of root functions in SAC[ I¯ ] which are disjoint in D¯.
Then h has an ISD expression on D.
Proof. Call Z the union of zero-sets of polynomial in G on D¯. Then Z = {Σ1 < · · · < Σr } with Σi the graph
of the root function ai (X) continuous on I¯ . Put for convenience a0 = −∞, ar+1 = +∞. For 0 ≤ i ≤ r put
Si := {(x, y) | x ∈ I, ai (x) < y < ai+1(x)} and Ci = pi−12 (Si )ri=0. By Theorem 2.7 h has an ISD expression hi
on Ci .
Call fi (X, Y ) the lowest degree polynomial in G vanishing on Σi . Let us pick i ∈ [0, r − 1], then |hi+1 − hi | is
a PWP function that vanishes on Σi . Since G is stable under Y -derivation, ai+1 cannot be a root function for fi and
since Σi+1 and Σi+2 do not meet inside D¯, no other root function of fi has a graph that meets C¯i . We thus know that
fi/(Y − ai (X)) doesn’t vanish on C¯i .
We may then apply Proposition 3.7 at |hi+1 − hi |,Σi , fi ,Ci and get |hi+1 − hi | ≤ | fi |Qi on Ci . Since G has a
standard form on D, Theorem 2.6 says that the ai -truncation ϕai , fi (X, Y ) of fi (X, Y ) is ISD on pi
−1
1 (I ). Then we
define ks := [(hs − hs−1)+ ∧ |ϕas , fs |Qs] + [(hs − hs−1)− ∨ (−|ϕas , fs |Qs)]. This is an ISD function which is 0 for
y ≤ as(x) and coincides with hs − hs−1 for y ≥ as(x).
Then h = h0 +∑rs=1 ks is an ISD expression for h on D. 
Definition 3.9. Let M = (u, v) be a point in the (X, Y )-plane pi2(R3) and 0 <  ∈ R, we denote by J (M, ) the set
{(u, v) ∈ R2 | |u − x | ≤ , |v − y| ≥ }.
A partial X -slice of width 2 is a set D′ of the form D′(M, ) = {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 | |x − u| ≤ , |y − v| ≥ }.
A truncated partial X -slice of width 2 is a set D′ of the form D′(M, ) = {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 | a ≤ y ≤ b, |x−u| ≤ ,
|y − v| ≥ }. We will say an [a, b]-truncated slice if we want to refer to a given interval [a, b].
Proposition 3.10. Let h be a PWP function on R3. For every sufficiently small  > 0, for every direction Z in R3 and
almost all coordinate systems (X, Y ) of the plane pi2(R3), there are finitely many points Mi ∈ pi2(R3), 1 ≤ i ≤ r and
finitely many closed X-slices Dk, 1 ≤ k ≤ s such that
1. h is ISD on each Dk and each D′(Mi , )
2. the projection of (
⋃r
i=1 D′(Mi , )) ∪ (
⋃s
k=1 Dk) under pi is the full X-line.
Proof. Applying Theorem 3.2 to h, we find an open partition W of the line pi(R3) in intervals I such that h has
a standard form on DI . This means there is a family G of polynomials in R[X, Y ], that can be taken stable under
Y -derivation (by Remark 3.3) having a standard form on the strip pi−11 (I ) and such that h has a standard form over
the open partition V = V(G) ∩ pi−11 (I ) of pi−11 (I ). By Theorem 2.7 h is ISD on pi−12 (S) for every piece S of V .
Again by Remark 3.3, except for finitely many coordinate systems of the plane, this G is monic in Y . There are also
finitely many lines in the plane pi2(R3) passing thru two different zeroes of the irreducible factors of the polynomials
in G with a contact of order at least 2. Thus except for finitely many coordinate systems of the plane, we may assume
that the Y -direction is not such a direction of “double tangency” for the irreducible factors. We will say in short that
the coordinate system is generic if it satisfies both previous conditions. Suppose (X, Y ) is such a generic coordinate
system.
By Theorem 2.4 the pieces S ∈ V are bounded from below and above by graphs of semi-algebraic root functions
of polynomials in G continuous on I . Since G is monic, these root functions are integral over the ring R[X ] and may
then be extended to continuous function on I¯ .
Let xi be an end of an interval where some irreducible factor of a polynomial in G has a real multiple root yi : there
is at most one such multiple root since the coordinate system is generic. (Note that this is not really necessary : it just
simplifies the proof.)
Let Mi be the point of coordinates (xi , yi ) and consider the partial slice D′i = D′(Mi , ) of width 2. There are
finitely many such points Mi (say r ) and we may form the union U =⋃ri=1 D′(Mi , ).
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Then, W induces a partition of the complement of U in slices Dk on which we may apply Proposition 3.8: the
function h has an ISD expression on each slice Dk .
Each partial slice D′(Mi , ) is the union of two truncated slices on which Proposition 3.8 applies too, since we
have excluded a neighborhood of the point Mi . The polynomial Y − yi satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.10 (strictly
positive on one closed truncated slice, strictly negative on the other). Then we can merge the two ISD expressions
we get on each truncation in a single one valid on D′(Mi , ). This proves condition 1. Condition 2 is satisfied by
construction. 
In the language of partial slices (as in Definition 3.9), we have the following gluing result
Proposition 3.11. Let us fix an interval [a, b], possibly infinite, in the Y -direction. Suppose D1, . . . , Dr are [a, b]-
truncated X-slices or [a, b]-truncated partial X-slices such that pi(Di ) = (xi−1, xi ) with x0 possibly equal to −∞
and xr possibly equal to∞. Let h be a PWP function on R3 such that h = hi on Di with hi ISD.
Suppose that between two partial slices Di , D j in the family there is at least one full X-slice in the family. Then
there is an ISD function h˜ such that h = h˜ on⋃ri=1 Di .
Proof. Let us make an induction on r ≥ 1. If r = 1 there is nothing to say. Let r > 1. By induction hypothesis there
is an ISD function h˜r−1 such that h = h˜r−1 on A =⋃r−1i=1 Di . Let Σ be the plane of equation X = xr−1. Note that we
may also exchange the roles of X and Y and consider the Di ’s as 3-dimensional Z -cylinders inside the 3-dimensional
Y -slice D[a,b].
If Dr is a full [a, b]-truncated X -slice, consider the function h − hr . It is a PWP-function defined on R3 and in
particular on the Y -slice D[a,b]. It vanishes on Dr and thus on Σ .
Since f (X) = X − xr−1 has no other root than xr−1, by Proposition 3.7 applied in the Y -slice D[a,b] (when we
have exchanged the roles of X and Y ) we have |h−hr | ≤ | f |Q on D[a,b] and thus |h˜r−1−hr | ≤ | f |Q on A for some
positive polynomial Q. Then we put h˜ = hr + [(h˜r−1 − hr )+ ∧ (− f )+Q] + [(h˜r−1 − hr )− ∨ f −Q] and get an ISD
expression h˜ of h on
⋃r
i=1 Di .
If Dr is not a full [a, b]-truncated X -slice then Dr−1 is a full [a, b]-truncated X -slice and the PWP-function
h − h˜r−1 vanishes on Dr−1 and thus on Σ . Again we have |h − h˜r−1| ≤ | f |Q on the Y -slice D[a,b], and in particular
on Dr , for some positive polynomial Q. Then the function h˜ defined by h˜ = h˜r−1+ [(hr − h˜r−1)+ ∧ f +Q] + [(hr −
h˜r−1)− ∨ (− f )−Q] is an ISD expression of h on⋃ri=1 Di . 
We then get:
Proposition 3.12. With the notation and the hypotheses of Proposition 3.10, h is ISD on (
⋃r
i=1 D′(Mi , )) ∪
(
⋃s
k=1 Dk).
Proof. By Proposition 3.10 we know that h is ISD on each D′(Mi , ) and Dk . We may choose  small enough to
satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 3.11 and the result follows. 
Finally we have the following:
Theorem 3.13. Let h be a PWP function on R3. There exists finitely many points Mi ∈ R3 such that for any  > 0,
there is an ISD function h˜ on R3 such that h = h˜ on R3 \U () where U () is the union of balls of radius  centered
on Mi .
Proof. Choose a direction Z inR3 and a coordinate system (X, Y ) of piZ (R3) such that we can apply Propositions 3.10
and 3.12. We get r square boxes Ei of width 2 in the (X, Y )-plane, an ISD function hA such that h = hA on the
complement A of
⋃r
i=1 pi
−1
Z (Ei ), each Z -cylinder pi
−1
Z (Ei ) having a fixed axis (called a “bad Z -line”) independent
of .
We now apply again Propositions 3.10 and 3.12, but in the Y -direction. We then get another coordinate system
(X ′, Z ′) of piY (R3). Fixing some η > 0 we get s square boxes F j of width 2η in the (X ′, Z ′)-plane with edges parallel
to the coordinate axes (X ′, Z ′), an ISD function hB such that h = hB on the complement B of⋃sj=1 pi−1Y (F j ), each
Y -cylinder pi−1Y (F j ) having a fixed axis (called a “bad Y -line”) independent of η.
Call “bad points” the possible intersections of bad Y -lines and Z -lines, and let {M1, . . . ,Mt } be the set of those
bad points. We choose η small enough (actually η ≤ /√2 is fine) such that each intersection of a bad Z -cylinder of
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width 2, based on a square of width 2 with edges parallel to X and Y , and a bad Y -cylinder of width 2η based on a
square of width 2η with edges parallel to X ′ and Z ′, is contained in a cubic box K of width 2, centered at some Mi ,
with edges parallel to X, Y and Z . Call U () the union of these r cubic boxes.
Then we get an ISD expression h˜ on the complement of U () and this is done as follows. Let us consider
the question from the point of view of the X -slices and the projection piZ . There are r bad Z -cylinders pi−1Z (Ei )
determining r X -slices of width . Outside these X -slices h = hA is ISD. Consider an X -slice D containing a bad
Z -cylinder. If the slice does not contain a bad Y -cylinder, then h = hB is ISD on the whole slice. If the slice contains
a bad Y -cylinder, it contains the bad box intersection of the two bad cylinders previously constructed.
Then this X -slice D is the union of three parts, ordered in the Y -direction: a truncated X -slice D1 of width ,
bounded by a plane of equation Y = xi −  and where h = hA, a partial truncated X -slice D2 of width , where
h = hB bounded by the planes Y = xi − , Y = xi + , and another truncated X -slice D3 of width , bounded by a
plane of equation Y = xi +  and where h = hA.
We apply Proposition 3.11 in the Y -direction in D and get an ISD function hD such that h = hD on D. We then
apply Proposition 3.11 again in the X -direction and get an ISD representation for h on the complement of the bad
boxes in R3. We may of course modify  in order to include the bad boxes in balls of radius . 
Instead of representing h as a function defined as an Inf–Sup of polynomials on a part of R3, it is also possible
to represent it as an Inf–Sup of rational functions on the whole of R3, with a good control on the zero set of the
denominators.
Proposition 3.14. Let h be a PWP function on R3. There exists a function h˜ which is defined as Inf–Sup of rational
functions on R3 having only finitely many poles, and such that h = h˜.
Proof. We start as in the proof of Proposition 3.10. We apply Theorem 3.2 to h an get an open partition of R3 in
X -slices where h has a standard form. We also choose a generic coordinate system (X, Y ) of piZ (R3) and we find the
r points Mi of coordinates (xi , yi ). We put g1(X, Y ) =∏ri=1[(X − xi )2 + (Y − yi )2].
Each X -slice DI has an open partition in Z -cylinders separated by graphs of semi-algebraic functions a1(X)
< · · · < as(X), and h is ISD on each of these cylinders by Theorem 2.7.
Let us fix an open interval I . If I is not bounded by an xi , then Proposition 3.8 tells us that h is ISD on DI . Suppose
I is bounded by one or two xi ’s and let us take over the proof of Proposition 3.8.
Following the notation of this proof, let f be the minimal polynomial f of the function a1. Since f (xi , Y ) may
have multiple roots, we cannot assert that f/(Y − a1(X)) does not vanish on C¯1 but we know that its zero set on
C¯1 is contained in the union of the Mi ’s, that is in the zero set of g1. By Łojasiewicz’s inequality 1.4, there is an
integer N such that gN1 ≤ f/(Y − a1(X))Q on C¯1 for some positive polynomial Q1. Combined with the inequality
|h − h0| ≤ |Y − a1(X)|Q2 we still have on C¯1, we get |h − h0|gN1 ≤ | f |Q for a positive polynomial Q. The rest of
the proof of Proposition 3.8 may be followed to show that hgN1 is ISD on C0 ∪ C1. We finish also by induction, using
the same function g1, and a common large enough exponent N for all the steps. This shows that hgN1 is ISD on DI .
This may be done on any DI with the same function gN1 . Using Proposition 3.11, we get an ISD function h˜1 such that
gN1 h = h˜1 on R3.
We go thru the same steps, replacing the direction Z by Y and we get an ISD function h˜2 such that gM2 h = h˜2 on
R3, for g2(X, Z) =∏si=1[(X − x ′i )2 + (Z − zi )2] for some points M ′i = (x ′i , zi ) in the (X, Z)-plane.
Then we have (gN1 + gM2 )h = h˜1 + h˜2 on R3. Since the zeroes of (gN1 + gM2 ) are the “bad points” (xi , yi , zi ) for
xi = x ′i , and there are at most inf(r, s) of them, this shows the proposition. 
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